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Precision medicine improves patient diagnoses and treatments by integrating clinical and biomarker data, which 2.
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The main objective of cohorts is for the storage and management of patient clinical and biomarker datasets ( Fig. 1 ).
43
The management of patient data is through the python class Cohort (classes are denoted in bold). Cohort takes as 44 input file locations of 1) a replicate or sample dataframe, where rows are biomarkers and columns are replicates or 45 samples (names of rows and columns are marker ids and replicate or sample names, respectively), and 2) a sample 46 groups dataframe, where rows are the clinical outcomes or groups (e.g. reference and treatment; can be any data type) and columns are the samples (names of rows and columns are the group names and the sample names, respectively).
48
In addition to the name of the cohort and additional parameters (see package for details), Cohort derives and stores 49 attributes of the dataset in an object-oriented fashion, containing both common attributes to other declared classes of 50 Cohort as well as specific attributes for the patient cohort to be used in downstream analysis. The data management 
